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Abstract—In this paper, we propose a new linear physical-layer
network coding (NC) scheme for the fading Y-channel, assuming
that the channel state information (CSI) is not available at trans-
mitters. In this scheme, each user transmits one message to a relay
and intends to obtain both other two users’ messages. Based on the
receiver-side CSI, the relay determines two NC generator vectors for
linear network coding, and reconstructs the associated two linear
NC codewords. For the case when there is one time-slot in the uplink
phase, we present an explicit solution for the generator vectors that
minimizes the error probability at a high SNR, and a lower bound of
the error performance of the proposed scheme using our optimized
generator vectors. Extending to multiple time-slots in the uplink,
two typical scenarios are discussed. Numerical results show that the
proposed scheme significantly outperforms existing schemes, and
match well with our analytical results.

I. INTRODUCTION

Multi-way relay channels have drawn many attentions in
recent studies. Multi-way communications were first studied by
Shannon in [1] where a two-way channel was considered. By
combining multi-way communications and relaying, the multi-
way relay channel was studied in [2] in a multi-cast scenario. A
similar setup, where all users belong to the same cluster and all
channel gains are equal was studied in [3], and the sum-capacity
of this Gaussian setup with more than two users was obtained. A
broadcast variant of this multi-way relaying setup, the so called
Y-channel, was considered in [4] [5] [6] [7]. In the Y-channel,
three users attempt to communicate with each other via a relay.
Each user sends two independent messages, one to each other
user.

Current studies on the Y-channel intensely focused on achiev-
able degrees of freedom using signal alignment [5] [6] [7]. For
example, in [5], a transmission scheme exploiting interference
alignment was proposed, and its corresponding achievable de-
grees of freedom were calculated. Note that the capacity of the Y-
channel is not known in general. Most existing works, especially
those on the degrees of freedom for Y-channel, require global
channel state information (CSI) at each node. Unfortunately,
global CSI requires considerable overhead cost in real networks.
which makes this assumption quite strong in practice.

Physical-layer network coding (PNC) has been recognized as
a powerful tool to improve the throughput and reliability of
multi-user wireless communication networks [8] [9]. Designing
a practical Y-channel PNC scheme without transmitter-side CSI
(CSIT) is an important but challenging task. This is mainly due to
the existence of carrier-phase offset between all the users. In such

a scenario, the error probability performance of the conventional
PNC can be significantly degraded. There have been several PNC
works not requiring CSIT for the two-way reley channel (TWRC)
[10] [11]. For example, a linear PNC scheme was proposed for
TWRCs without CSIT [12], [13]. It focused on the optimization
of the PNC constellation by exploiting the structure of linear PNC
mapping. Yet, results on the practical coding and modulation
design for the Y-channel scheme without CSIT remain limited.

In this paper, we propose a practical PNC scheme for a
Y-channel system with three users and one relay where the
transmitters have no CSI and each node has a single antenna.
Throughout the paper, we focus on the case where each user
intends to realize full data exchange with all other users, i.e.,
each user wants all messages from all other users. Each user in
our model is thus a source of one messages and a destination of
two messages.

We also present an explicit solution for the generator vectors
that minimize the error probability at a high SNR, and analyze
the lower bound of the error performance at the relay. Numerical
results show that our proposed method obtains about 3 dB over
conventional schemes at a high SNR, and match well with our
analytical results. We also extend the results from one to multiple
time-slots in the uplink by considering two typical scenarios and
making comparisons of their error performances and computation
complexities.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

In this paper, we consider a typical Y-channel system consist-
ing of three users A,B,C and one relay where each node has a
single antenna as shown in in Fig. 1. Each round of information
exchange runs in two stages, referred to as the uplink phase
and the downlink phase in the standard protocol of PNC. A flat
block fading channel for both uplink and downlink is considered
throughout the paper.

A. Uplink

Suppose that T time-slots are used for the uplink phase. Note
that we will not consider the case where T > 2. This is because
for T > 2, the relay will be able to well distinguish the three
users’ messages based on its observations in three or more time-
slots and this is not the appealing zone of network coding. Also,
it is of more interest when we use as less time-slots as possible.

Denote the signals from user l, l ∈ {A,B,C}, by a length-T
signal vector xl with its average power normalized to one. The



Fig. 1. System model for the Y-channel.

fading channel coefficient between user l and the relay is denoted
by hl. The received signal vector at the relay, denoted by y, is

y =
√
EshAxA +

√
EshBxB +

√
EshCxC + n. (1)

where Es is the average transmitted power per symbol vector,
and n is the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) vector at
the relay whose entries are i.i.d. with zero mean and variance
σ2
z . The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is defined as ρ = Es/σ

2
z .

Remark 1 (Degree of CSI): In this paper, we assume that CSI
is not available at the transmitters, and is perfectly known at the
intended receivers. This applies to practical scenarios where there
is no feedback from the receiver to the transmitter or the channel
reciprocity does not hold.

B. Downlink

Upon receiving y, the relay generates a signal vector xR which
contains some function of the three users’ signals, denoted by

xR = f (xA,xB ,xC) . (2)

This signal vector xR is then broadcasted to the three users. Here,
note that f(·) could be some linear functions [11] or non-linear
functions [8] [10] of the three users’ messages. In this paper, we
focus on linear functions due to its low computational complexity
and scalability as we will see later.

In the downlink phase, upon receiving xR, each user extracts
the other two users’ messages with the help of the perfect
knowledge of its own message. This finishes one round of
message exchange.

III. PROPOSED LINEAR NETWORK CODING SCHEME

A. Users

Each user l has a message wl, l ∈ {A,B,C}, which are drawn
from a finite field GF (q).

Recall that we will not consider the case where T > 2. Thus,
we propose our linear network coding schemes for T = 1 and
T = 2 respectively as follows.

Fig. 2. TDD-TWRC Scheme for the Y-channel

1) T = 1: Using quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM)
, user l’s transmitted message wl is one-to-one mapped to a
modulated symbol xl by

xl =
1

γ

(
wl −

(
q − 1

2
+ j

q − 1

2

))
(3)

where γ is a normalization factor which ensures that E
(∣∣x2

l

∣∣) =
1. Note that this mapping is on real number field.

In the uplink phase, users transmit their signals simultaneously
to the relay. The received signal at the relay is

y =
√
EshAxA +

√
EshBxB +

√
EshCxC + n (4)

where n ∼ N
(
0, σ2

z

)
.

2) T = 2: Here, we propose two options for the case where
two time-slots are available in the uplink phase.

a) Option 1: Separate Transmission: Since we consider a
flat block fading channel with a single antenna at each node,
there is no diversity we can explore by transmitting in different
time-slots. By introducing more time-slots, a basic thought is to
minimize the interference between all users’ transmitted signals.

Then, we have an intuitive uplink strategy as follows. Only
one user transmits in the first time-slot and the rest two users
transmit simultaneously in the second time-slot. For example,
the received signals at the relay in each time-slot are

y1 =
√
EshAxA + n1, (5)

and
y2 =

√
EshBxB +

√
EshCxC + n2 (6)

respectively.
b) Option 2: TDD-TWRC: We next consider a time-division

duplex (TDD) TWRC scheme, where only two users transmit
signals at each time-slot in the uplink phase as shown in Fig. 2.

Considering the power constrain for each user (E
(∥∥x2

l

∥∥) =
1), the received signals at the relay are

y1 =

√
2

2

√
EshAxA +

√
EshBxB + n1, (7)

y2 =

√
2

2

√
EshAxA +

√
EshCxC + n2. (8)

B. Relay

Based on the received signals and its receiver-side CSI , the
relay selects two network-coding coefficients vl1and vl2 for each
user, vl1 , vl2 ∈ GF (q). It then generates the corresponding NC
codewords u1 and u2 where

u1 = (vA1 ⊗ wA)⊕ (vB1 ⊗ wB)⊕ (vC1 ⊗ wC) , (9)



and

u2 = (vA2
⊗ wA)⊕ (vB2

⊗ wB)⊕ (vC2
⊗ wC) . (10)

We rewrite the above expressions using vectors as

u =

[
vA1 vB1 vC1

vA2 vB2 vC2

] wA

wB

wC


=

[
vA vB vC

] [
wA wB wC

]T
= (vA ⊗ wA)⊕ (vB ⊗ wB)⊕ (vC ⊗ wC) , (11)

where u is referred to as the linear NC codeword and vectors
vA, vB, vC are referred to as the NC generator vectors. Note
that the additions and multiplications above are operated on the
finite field GF (q). There have been works using non-linear PNC
methods [8] [10]. Here, we choose a linear PNC scheme because
of its low computational complexity and scalability.

Note that in order for each user to recover all the other users’
messages, the NC coefficient vectors must satisfy the following
condition.

Condition 1 (Full-Rank Condition): Matrices
[
vA vB

]
,[

vA vC

]
and

[
vB vC

]
must be full rank.

In the uplink phase, the relay attempts to re-construct the linear
NC codeword u in (11) w.r.t. to the selected NC coefficient
vectors. Denote the decision by û.

Remark 2: The error probability in the uplink phase, also
referred to as the NC error probability, is defined as follows.

PNC
e , Pr {u ̸= û} (12)

There are various NC generator vectors satisfying the Full-Rank
Condition. It is important to note that the selection of vl is critical
for the NC error probability performance.

Remark 3: In practice, since the NC generator vectors only
need to be selected once for each channel realization, the resultant
overhead is negligible for a slow fading channel of a reasonably
large channel coherence time. We assume that the selected
generator vectors are delivered to all the three users via reliable
links.

Remark 4: For the schemes where the CSI is assumed to
be known to all transmitters [5] [6], joint precoding is usually
employed to align the signal directions of the two users. However,
the strict signal direction alignment requires very accurate CSI
feedback from the relay and it is very difficult to realize in
practice due to the CPO. In addition, the delivering of the
continuous-valued full CSI from the relay to the users requires a
much larger overhead than that in our proposed scheme, which
only sends the index of the NC generator vectors.

C. Downlink

In the downlink phase, the relay modulates û and broadcasts
it to all users. Suppose that messages u1 and u2 are generated
and delivered to user l correctly.

User A first removes its own messages wA from u, and obtains
the resultant message vector

u⊖ (vA⊗wA) = (vB ⊗ wB)⊕ (vC ⊗ wC) ,

which forms a set of linear equations for wB and wC . Recall that
matrix

[
vB vC

]
is of full rank from the Full-Rank Condition.

By solving the linear equations, user A can recover the desired
messages from user B and user C. User B and user C resolve
their intended messages in a similar way.

Remark 5: In this paper we focus on the NC error performance
for the uplink phase as the end-to-end error performance is
subject to the NC error probability in the uplink phase. This
is because the downlink phase is a standard point-to-point trans-
mission and its error performance remains the same for any NC
generator vectors selected at the relay. Also, from the PNC design
point of view, we are most interested in the NC error performance
in the uplink phase.

IV. DESIGN OF LINEAR PHYSICAL-LAYER NETWORK
CODING

A. Problem formulation

This paper aims at designing the NC generator vectors vl that
can achieve the optimal NC error performance. The problem can
be formulated as

vopt
A ,vopt

B ,vopt
C =arg min

vA,vB ,vC

PNC
e , s.t. Condition1 (13)

Consider a given channel realization of hA, hB and hC . Define

ws , hAwA + hBwB + hCwC , (14)

which is referred to as a superimposed (SI) symbol. Note that a
SI symbol ws is in the real number field. Let ws and w′

s be two
different SI symbols, and the squared Euclidean distance between
them is

d = ∥ws − w′
s∥

2
. (15)

Denote the minimum distance between any two SI symbols by
d1. We next define a minimum set-distance (MSD) between two
SI symbols w.r.t. different NC codewords as

dMSD , min
ws,w

′
s

(vA⊗wA)⊕(vB⊗wB)⊕(vC⊗wC)

̸=(vA⊗w′
A)⊕(vB⊗w′

B)⊕(vC⊗w′
C)

d. (16)

We see that dMSD ≥ d1. It is important to note that at a
high SNR, the NC error probability PNC

e is dominated by the
minimum set-distance dMSD between two SI symbols whose
underlying NC codewords u are different [13]. The problem in
(13) now becomes

vopt
A ,vopt

B ,vopt
C =arg max

vA,vB ,vC

dMSD , s.t. Condition1 (17)

We next investigate the solution to this problem.

B. Solution to (13)

1) T = 1: For two different SI symbols ws and w′
s, let δA =

wA − w′
A, δB = wB − w′

B, δC = wC − w′
C and vector δ =[

δA δB δC
]T

is referred to as the difference vector (DV)
of ws and w′

s. The squared Euclidean distance between ws and
w′

s is
d =

∥∥[ hA hB hC

]
δ
∥∥2 . (18)

In the light of the NC method in [13], we first find the DV ∆
that corresponds to the minimum distance of SI symbols, i.e.,

∆ = argmin
|δA|≠0,|δB |̸=0,|δC |̸=0

∥∥[ hA hB hC

]
δ
∥∥2 . (19)



Then we obtain the solution to (13) as follows.
Theorem 1: As ρ → ∞, the NC generator vectors vA,vB ,vC

that minimizes the NC error probability satisfies[
vA vB vC

]
⊗mod(∆, q) = 0. (20)

Proof. In general, there exists only one vector ∆ that cor-
responds to the minimum distance d1. (Here, ∆ and −∆ are
viewed as the same vector.). Using the distance clustering method
in [13], let the NC generator vectors vA,vB ,vC satisfy

mod(
[
vA vB vC

]
⊗ (

 wA

wB

wC

±∆), q)

= mod(
[
vA vB vC

]
⊗

 wA

wB

wC

 , q), (21)

or equivalently[
vA vB vC

]
⊗mod(∆, q) = 0. (22)

This will lead to that any two SI symbol vectors with distance
d1 are clustered , and they will correspond to the same linear
NC codeword. Therefore, the minimum set-distance satisfies
dMSD > d1.

On the other hand, it can be shown that any choice of NC
generator vectors not satisfying (22) will cause that any two SI
symbol vectors with distance d1 are not clustered, and in this
case, dMSD strictly equals to d1. Therefore, we see that dMSD

is maximized through (22). This completes the proof.
2) T = 2: Next, we present solutions to the two options

described in Section III.A.2) respectively as follows.
a) Option 1: Separate Transmission: In this case, the

minimum set-distance dMSD can be maximized by properly
clustering the superimposed symbols of user B’s and user C’s
messages.

First, the classic maximum-likelihood single-user detection can
be performed based on the received signal in the first time-
slot y1. Then, the linear NC method for TWRCs [13] can be
performed based on the received signal in the second time-slot
y2. This method has been shown to maximize the dMSD between
the superimposed symbols of two users’ messages. Denote the
selected NC coefficient for user B and user C by β and γ
respectively, β, γ ∈ GF (q), β ̸= 0, γ ̸= 0. Then, we have the
NC generator vectors as follows.

vA =
[
1 0

]T
,vB =

[
0 β

]T
,vC =

[
0 γ

]T
. (23)

It can be easily verified that they satisfy the Full-Rank Condition.
Remark 6: Option 1 simplifies the PNC problem of three users

to that of two users, and utilizes existing PNC work for TWRCs.
Its computation complexity is in the order of q4.

b) Option 2: TDD-TWRC: We can apply two types of relay
operations for Option 2 as follows.

• Separate Processing

Since the received signal at each time-slot is a superposition
of two user’s signals, we can apply the networking method (for
example, [13]) for TWRCs respectively for each time-slot.

Denote the optimized NC coefficients by α and β, α′ and γ
respectively, α, β, α′, γ ∈ GF (q), α ̸= 0, β ̸= 0, α′ ̸= 0, γ ̸= 0.
The NC generator vectors are

vA =
[
α α′ ]T

,vB =
[
β 0

]T
,vC =

[
0 γ

]T
,
(24)

and they also satisfy the Full-Rank Condition.
Remark 7: Similar to Option 1, the separate processing for

Option 2 also simplifies the PNC problem of three users to that
of two users. Its computation complexity is also in the order
of q4. However, the computation expense is at least twice that
of Option 1, as the linear NC method for TWRCs have to be
performed twice for Option 2.

• Improvement using Joint Processing

We can also jointly process the the received signal in two
time-slots. Similar to Theorem 1, we first find the DV vector
that corresponds to the minimum distance of SI symbols, i.e.,

∆ = argmin
|δA|̸=0,|δB |̸=0,|δC |≠0

∥∥∥∥∥∥
[ √

2
2 hA hB 0√
2
2 hA 0 hC

] δA
δB
δC

∥∥∥∥∥∥ .
(25)

Then, we determine the NC coefficients by solving (20).
Remark 8: The joint processing for Option 2 utilizes the bene-

fits of joint processing and Theorem 1. However, its computation
complexity is in the order of q6.

We will compare the error performances for these options in
Section VI via simulations.

V. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF THE PROPOSED SCHEME

In this section, we present a lower bound of the average (over
all channel realizations) error probability of our proposed scheme
at a high SNR when T = 1.

Consider a single user scheme where only user l transmits to
the relay, i.e.,

y = hlxl + n. (26)

and denote the average error probability by P l
e , {ŵl ̸= wl}.

Consider a two-user scheme where two users l and k transmit
to the relay simultaneously, i.e.,

y = hlxl + hkxk + n. (27)

and denote the average error probability by P lk
e ,

{[ŵl, ŵk] ̸= [wl, wk]}.
With P l

e and P lk
e , enlightened by the concept of cut-set bound,

we have a lower bound of the error probability for the proposed
scheme as

PLB
e =PA

e + PB
e + PC

e + PAB
e + PAC

e + PBC
e . (28)

Theorem 2: As ρ → ∞, the average error probability of
the proposed scheme approach its lower bound using the PNC
method in Theorem 1, i.e.,

PeNC → PLB
e . (29)

We do not show the proof here due to the space limitation of
the paper.
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Fig. 3. Error performance of one Time-slot case in the uplink for Y-Channel.

VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, we present numerical results for the error-rate
performance of the proposed scheme. The results are obtained by
averaging over more than 1,000,000 channel realizations, where
the fading channel coefficients follow i.i.d. Rayleigh distribution.

Fig. 3 shows the error-rate performance when one time-slot
is allocated to the uplink phase and q = 3 (9-QAM for each
user). For comparison purpose, we also show the performance
of a complete decoding scheme, where the relay completely and
jointly decodes all users’ messages. We also include the numer-
ical results of the lower bound, as discussed in Section V. We
observe that our proposed scheme exhibits a 3 dB improvement
over complete decoding scheme and a non-optimized at the error
rate of 10−3. In addition, we observe that at a sufficiently high
SNR, the proposed linear PNC scheme achieves the lower bound.
This agrees with Theorem 2.

Fig. 4 shows the error-rate performance of Option 1 and Option
2 as discussed in Section IV.C, where two time-slots are allocated
to the uplink phase and q = 3 (9-QAM for each user). We can
see from the numerical results that for Option 2, joint processing
shows 1.5 dB improvement over separate processing. This agrees
with our expectation that joint processing should behave better.
On the other hand, we also see that the performance of Option
1 is almost as good as the joint processing for Option 2.
Considering that the computation complexity for Option 1 is in
the order of q4 while that for Option 2 is in the order of q6, as
mentioned in Section IV.C, the separate transmission in Option 1
is a more practical choice. This reminds us that TDD-TWRC is
not always the better choice for Y-channel scheme without CSIT
if more time-slots in the uplink are considered.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we proposed a practical Y-channel PNC scheme
consisting of three users and one relay where the transmitters
have no CSI and each node has a single antenna. We presented
an explicit solution for the generator vectors that minimize the
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Fig. 4. Error performance of two Time-slots case in the uplink for Y-Channel.

error probability at a high SNR, and analyzed the lower bound
of the error performance at the relay. Numerical results showed
that our proposed method obtained about 3 dB over conventional
schemes at a high SNR. For future work, the problem of optimal
PNC design when the nodes are equipped with multiple antennas
will be an interesting topic .
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